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Research

Spotlight
Each issue we will be using this space to shine a spotlight on a different research center at Illinois State University. First up is the Office of the Cross Chair
in the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL).
SoTL at Illinois State is led by Interim SoTL Chair Kathleen McKinney, who works out of an office in the Instructional Technology and Development
Center. She and her SoTL colleagues conduct, promote, and support research that stretches across campus and disciplines and well beyond the University’s borders.
“At Illinois State University, the scholarship of teaching and learning is defined as the ‘systematic study/reflection on the teaching and learning of our
ISU students made public,’” McKinney said. “Therefore, SoTL is research that is conducted and scholarship and creative activity that is produced, usually,
by faculty practitioners in any discipline about the learning of their students.”
McKinney helped us answer four questions about this unique Illinois State research center.
How did the office start?
Well-known scholar and Illinois State
alumna K. Patricia Cross ’48 endowed
the SoTL office in honor of her father,
Clarence L. Cross, a teacher of physics at
Illinois State for over 30 years. The office
opened in 2002. It has since become
internationally known and has served as a
model for a similar position in Canada.

Who does scholarship of teaching
and learning research?
Scholars, nationally and internationally,
engage in SoTL research, and organizations such as the International Society for
the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
host international conferences focused
on this research. At Illinois State, SoTL
serves as an additional line of research
for professors in many different fields.
For example, McKinney is a professor of
sociology, and a quick scan of the office’s
website shows SoTL research produced
by professors from the School of Commu-

nication and the departments of Communication Sciences and Disorders, Educational Administration and Foundations,
and Family and Consumer Sciences.

How do you find SoTL research at
Illinois State?
The office shares SoTL research in a
variety of ways. It works with the Center
for Teaching, Learning, and Technology
to encourage SoTL presentations at the
University-Wide Teaching & Learning
Symposium held each January at Illinois
State. The SoTL office’s website, SOTL.
IllinoisState.edu, serves as a home for
current and past research. Gauisus, the
office’s peer-reviewed journal, is available online (gauisus.weebly.com) as is the
office’s blog, The SoTL Advocate (illinoisstateuniversitysotl.wordpress.com), which
features SoTL tips and research from
Illinois State faculty. The office also maintains an active Twitter feed (@ISU_SoTL)
and Facebook page.

Are there funding opportunities available?
The office offers several grant programs
to Illinois State faculty. These include
research grants of up to $5,000, a scholar-mentor program that offers $3,000 for
research and travel, and smaller grants
for travel and for work on a specific SoTL
topic. There is also a universitywide SoTL
award that provides $3,000 to the winner.
Information on all of these grants is on the
office’s website.

To keep up with research news
between issues, be sure to follow
@ISUResearch on Twitter. We also
invite you to publicize scholarly
activities on campus using the
hashtag #RedbirdScholar.
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Ask a

Redbird Scholar

By Kate Arthur and Rachel Hatch

We asked you, our readers, to test the knowledge of Illinois State’s top faculty experts. Here are their answers to your most
interesting questions. To submit a question, email kdberse@IllinoisState.edu or tweet to @ISUResearch.
I understand that nearly everyone has
Neanderthal DNA, but are there other traces
of species of early humans that are found in
the human genome?
—Allie Beam, freshman, University High School
Actually not everyone carries Neandertal
genes; only people with Eurasian origins
do. Africans or African-derived people do
not have these genes, unless their ancestry
includes persons of European or Asian
origin.
The contribution of Neandertals is
consistently small, averaging 1.6–2.1 percent of the total genome, and the averages
are about the same for mainland Asians
and Europeans. Interestingly, there is
another genome of archaic (premodern)
humans known from a cave in the Altai
Mountains of Siberia. The Denisova Cave
has yielded a finger bone with a genome
similar to—but distinct from—those
of Neandertals. These Denisovans also
contribute to modern human populations,
particularly to some peoples in Southeast
Asia and Melanesia, and they also contribute small amounts to other Eurasians.
Recently, I finally had my DNA
analyzed by the National Geographic
Genome Project. As someone who has
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studied Neandertals for almost 50 years, I
was devastated to find out I had only 1.8
percent Neandertal genes in my genome.
I was hoping for 5–6 percent, which is the
maximum documented in living people.
Interestingly, though, I have a 2.3 percent
Denisovan contribution.

So what does this tell us about the ancestry of modern Eurasians? It is important to remember that the vast majority of
genes carried by modern Eurasians stem
from Africa. Both genetic and fossil data

clearly show that modern humans originated first in Africa, between 172,000 and
196,000 years ago.
Fossil evidence demonstrates that
modern people first left Africa about
100,000 years ago, spreading initially to
the Near East and then eastward through
southern Asia. They did not reach Europe
until about 40,000 years ago.
For decades, it was argued that these
modern people moving from Africa totally replaced the archaic people, like the
Neandertals, rendering them extinct in
the classic sense of the term. I was one of
the minority of researchers who argued,
based on morphology, that Neandertals
made relatively small contributions to the
first modern populations in Europe. In
1989 I formally introduced a new model
of modern human origins, the Assimilation Model, based on the morphological
evidence. The Assimilation Model was not
widely accepted at the time, but thanks to
the genomic evidence of Neandertal and
Denisovan contributions, it is now generally considered a very robust model to
explain the beginning of people like us.
Fred Smith, University Professor of Anthropology,
Department of Sociology and Anthropology

How does the drinking water in
Bloomington-Normal compare to other
cities in the United States?

community water supplies, we deliver water to our customers that meet or exceed
all of the federal and state drinking water
standards every day.”

—Jason Wagoner, director of Research and
Sponsored Programs, Illinois State University
The City of Bloomington obtains water
from two man-made reservoirs, the Lake
Bloomington reservoir and Evergreen
Lake reservoir. The Lake Bloomington
reservoir is fed by runoff from 70 square
miles of land, while the drainage area for
the Evergreen Lake reservoir is 41 square
miles.
A review of the City of Bloomington’s
2014 Consumer Report on the Quality of Tap
Water reveals that our drinking water is
meeting the standards set by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and
monitoring in relation to these standards
is an ongoing effort.
In the early 1990s, Bloomington’s
drinking water exceeded the nitrate
nitrogen standard set by the EPA. In response to this problem, the city partnered
with the McLean County Soil and Water
Conservation District and researchers at
Illinois State University to limit nitrogen
losses from agriculture (a primary source
of pollutants at that time) through the use
of changes in application practices among
producers. As part of this effort, the City
of Bloomington also “installed an experimental tile system that measured nitrate
delivery from six individual five-acre plots,
each with a different nitrogen application regime. Two experimental wetlands
were built to accept the tile drainage and
surface runoff from the research farm,”
according to the 2014 Consumer Report on
the Quality of Tap Water. These efforts at
nutrient management have had a positive
impact on keeping the drinking water

Joan Brehm, professor of sociology, Department
of Sociology and Anthropology (Editor’s note: Last
year, Brehm helped conduct an assessment of water
use and perceptions about water quality in the Lake
Bloomington and Evergreen Lake watersheds.)

Why do people cry when they’re sad?
Laugh when they’re happy?
—Michael Postregna, senior marketing major,
Illinois State University

supply in compliance with EPA standards
over time.
In regards to how our drinking water
compares to other U.S. communities, it is
harder to find specific, data-driven studies
at that national scale. The University of
Cincinnati conducted a national study
in 2007 comparing drinking water of 80
major metropolitan areas from the lower
48 states, representing approximately 176
million people. The City of Bloomington
was not included in this study. Peoria was
included, however, and its Annual Drinking
Water Quality Report was very favorable
with no violations of EPA limits for a variety of contaminants (United States Drinking
Water Quality Study Report 2007).
“Water from both Bloomington and
Normal compare quite favorably to other
U.S. communities,” said Rick Twait, superintendent of water purification for the City
of Bloomington. “Like the vast majority of

Crying and laughing are part of an ancient
vocabulary that is free from deception, and
that helps us bond with those close to us.
We cry for many reasons, most of which
we share with other species (e.g., many
animals cry in response to physical pain).
However, crying in response to emotional
pain has only been reported in humans.
Tears are produced by our autonomic
(involuntary) nervous system. This is why
even actors must conjure painful memories to produce them, as opposed to just
commanding their eyes to cry. Over evolutionary time, emotional crying may have
helped us survive by communicating our
distress to those close to us. Because tears
are involuntary, they are a reliable signal of
distress.
When we cry, we trigger a similar
autonomic response in those able to empathize with us, moving them to emotional discomfort, or even tears themselves.
(Ever cried during a movie?) While crying
may serve a cathartic role, it also helps
us identify who is with us versus who is
merely near us. It is easy to imagine how
this information could serve to solidify
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relationships between individuals, and
result in stronger associations with those
invested in our success and happiness.
Laughter shares many attributes with
crying: It is under involuntary control, it
is contagious to those who empathize with
us, and it is also an honest broadcast of
our emotional state. Laughing is a social
behavior that helps us bond with those
in our group (e.g., we rarely laugh alone).
Laughter likely evolved from the panting
behavior of our ancestors, and both
gorillas and chimps pant when tickled
or when playing. It is notable that both
laughter and emotional crying don’t appear in children until around 3.5 months
of age, at a point when communication
takes center stage.
The autonomic nervous control of
crying and laughter is likely why we are
liable to mix crying with laughter and
yelling when our emotions are sufficiently
intense. Together, these three behaviors
likely form an ancient three-word vocabulary that remains useful because, being
involuntary, it is free from deception.
Andres Vidal-Gadea, assistant professor of molecular
neuroethology, School of Biological Sciences

I’ve noticed while driving around the
Bloomington-Normal area that there are lots
of squirrels running into the street when cars
are fast approaching. I’ve also seen it where
a squirrel is waiting on the side of the street
and instead of running across when the coast
is clear, they tend to run across when a car
is right in front of them. Do squirrels lack
peripheral vision or the ability to turn their
head to look both ways? Just curious.
—Narry Kim ’93, M.S. ’95, ’99; events coordinator,
Illinois State University
The behavior you are observing is a result
of their evolved anatomy and predator
avoidance behaviors. Our eyes are on
the front of our head, so the fields of
view from each eye overlap in the center,
allowing us to have the depth perception
necessary to judge how quickly a speeding
object is approaching. Squirrels, on the
other hand, have eyes more on the sides
of the head, so they have more side, or
peripheral, vision than us.
They can actually see more around
the back of the head than us, which helps
in detecting predators approaching from
behind. But there is a trade-off that comes
with this advantage, which is that each
eye’s field of view does not overlap to the
degree it does in humans, so their depth
perception is not as acute as that of most
primates.

There is another piece to this puzzle.
An effective predator avoidance behavior
is to freeze as a predator is approaching
and then dart out of the way at the last
moment. The predator is unable to change
directions as quickly and thus often misses
its squirrely prey. This behavior is an adaptation, or a trait that has genetic origins
and increases fitness, but this is a perfect
example of how adaptations result in a
species being better fit to survive in their
current environment.
When the environment changes, such
as a vehicle traveling faster than any predator, what was once an adaptation may end
up reducing fitness. The squirrel’s predator avoidance behaviors probably have a
net positive effect on fitness, meaning they
do a better job of reducing their predation
than increasing being hit by a car. And
since they have such a high reproductive
rate, typical of rodents, we probably will
not see them going extinct anytime soon
due to vehicular traffic.
Rebekka Gougis, assistant professor,
School of Biological Sciences

Illinois State University has experts on everything from auditing to zoology, and a thousand subjects in-between. To search for an expert on a specific
topic or to see our full list of experts, visit Illinois State’s faculty database at MediaRelations.IllinoisState.edu/Experts.

Need more Ask a Redbird Scholar?
Ask the Redbird segments are being aired during GLT’s Sound Ideas. Tune in for all the answers
you’ve always wanted and others you never knew you did.
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T H E Y CA L L H I M M AG N E TO.
“It’s a nickname my colleagues gave me,” said Illinois State
Biology Professor Andres Vidal-Gadea, who studies how
animals detect the Earth’s magnetic field.
Now his colleagues can call him something else: the world
leader in understanding the key to how animals migrate.
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Laboratories around the globe have
been racing to be the first to find the
receptor in the brain that helps animals
use the planet’s magnetic field to navigate.
A research team that Vidal-Gadea led while
a postdoctoral student at the University of
Texas at Austin discovered the sensor in
tiny worms called C. elegans. The research,
published last summer in the scientific
journal eLife, places Vidal-Gadea on the
frontier of neuroethology—or the study
of how animal behavior is linked to the
nervous system.
“The selective force of magnetic fields
have long been recognized and appreciated
for their role in migration. But the search
for how the magnetic fields are detected
by organisms has remained a mystery,”
said Russell Fernald, the Benjamin Scott
Crocker Professor of Biology at Stanford
University, who was the reviewing editor of
eLife. “The work by Vidal-Gadea et al. now
provides the first example of a mechanism
that answers the question.”

Animals and magnetism
Researchers have known for years that
animals such as geese and sea turtles use
the Earth’s magnetic field in migration.
“When you think of a bird flying over
thousands of miles of sky, or a sea turtle in
an ocean where everything is blue, there
are no landmarks,” Vidal-Gadea said. “Animals use the magnetic field when traveling
over vast distances.”

6
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“We may have just
scratched the
surface, and it will
be fun to see where
we can go next.”
What researches have not understood—until now—is how the brain
receives and interprets the magnetic field.
“We have known that many animals have
a set of magnetic beads that act like the
needle of a compass, but what we did not
know is how the brain senses it. We did
not know what the magnetic receptor
looked like,” Vidal-Gadea said.
Finding exactly where the magnetic
beads lie in a gigantic migrating whale
or tracking the same birds that fly 5,000
miles is generally not conducive to a lab
environment. Instead, Vidal-Gadea concentrated on C. elegans. The worms, which
reach only 1 millimeter in length, possess
an antenna-like structure that allows them
to navigate through the soil. “There are a
lot of critters in the soil that use magnetic
fields to do vertical migrations,” he said.
“Now we have a better idea how they do it.”

These worms possess only 302
neurons, making them ideal for research.
The team found the sensor in a neuron
that had been well studied. “This same
neuron detects carbon dioxide and soil
temperature for the worms, so it makes
sense that it is also the magnetic receptor
in what amounts to a depth receptor,” said
Vidal-Gadea. When the temperature of the
soil rises, the worms tend to migrate down
to cooler soil, toward the roots of plants,
where the C. elegans’s main food source,
bacteria, tends to grow.

Getting to molecular level
In Vidal-Gadea’s lab, students have
continued to run tests to understand the
sensors on a molecular level, with the
hopes of helping researchers across the
globe understand magnetic detection.
Using fluorescent dyes, his team tags the
very proteins that convert the forces of
the magnetic field into information the
neurons use.
Another experiment is exploring how
the magnetic field properties can impact
the sensors. Standing in front of a large,
wooden crate lined with shining copper
wires, Vidal-Gadea asked, “Do you remember in science class in school when you
would wrap a wire around a bolt and make
a magnet? This is a lot like that, just bigger.”

Inside the box sat a case where lab
students placed a small petri dish holding
around 100 C. elegans. The case looks oddly
familiar—gray and red blocks stacked on
top of each other. “It’s made of Legos,”
Vidal-Gadea said with a smile. “We needed
something not made of metal.” Standing
firmly on guard in front of the case is a tiny
Lego figure of the X-Men character Magneto, in a nod to Vidal-Gadea’s nickname.
Vidal-Gadea explained how the surrounding wires allow those in the lab to
manipulate the magnetism within the box.
“We can simulate almost no magnetic field
at all, and see how that affects the worms.”
The C. elegans worms only take three days
to go from egg to adulthood, so the experiment can bring quick results.
With the crate experiment, Vidal-Gadea hopes to discover what happens when
worms are born with no magnetic field at
all. He believes what may happen would
be similar to animals, like humans, that
have little need for using the magnetic
field. They generally don’t develop the

sensors that detect it. “So much around us
generates a magnetic field, and we interact
with that. If we could see it, it would look
like a Van Gogh painting with fields swirling like Starry Night,” said Vidal-Gadea.
“Humans are a bit blind to it. Maybe our
ancestors needed the sensor, but today we
don’t need to migrate 5,000 miles, or use
it to search for food.”
Vidal-Gadea has been studying magnetic detection since his undergraduate
days at the University of Victoria in British
Columbia, Canada. Though his work and
acclaim have taken him to the University
of Texas, Louisiana State University, and
Southampton University in England, it was
at Illinois State that Vidal-Gadea decided to
continue his groundbreaking research.
“The people here are incredible—the
faculty, the chance to work with students,
it all appealed to me,” said Vidal-Gadea.
“The neurobiologists here are making advances that complement the work my lab
is doing. It all fits together nicely.”
Vidal-Gadea said there is much to
learn about how animals interact with the
magnetic field, and that is what makes the
topic so exciting. “We didn’t understand
how many aspects of gravity were necessary to human functions until we sent astronauts into space and noted how a lack
of gravity impacted us,” he said. “It may
be the same with magnetic fields. We may
have just scratched the surface, and it will
be fun to see where we can go next.”
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Game Changer
ISU’s ‘shoulder guy’ finds second home in major leagues
By Kate Arthur
Every February, Major League Baseball pitchers and catchers
report to spring training. And so does Kevin Laudner.
The Illinois State University kinesiologist, also known as “the
shoulder guy,” has been a member of the Texas Rangers’ training
staff for over a decade. His expertise has been critical in a sport
where shoulder injuries are what most often put pitchers on the
disabled list. But don’t blame the shoulder.
“When you throw a baseball, all the force and power is developed in the legs,” Laudner said. “That gets sent up through the
core and eventually through the shoulder, elbow, and out through
the ball. The force goes from one joint to the next, and these forces build up. The shoulder is the weakest joint, so it’s usually the
one that sustains the injury, even if the disruption in that kinetic
chain is somewhere else.”
Often weakness or tightness in the hips or lower back
disrupts the chain, and the shoulder loses out. Even professional
athletes with tremendous shoulder strength and flexibility may
be lacking hip strength and flexibility, which can result in a
shoulder injury.
Twelve years ago, Laudner was looking to work for a professional baseball team when he met a Rangers’ athletic trainer at a
conference. Not long after, Laudner got a call from the Rangers’
team physician, Dr. Keith Meister. They talked about Laudner’s
research on shoulder injuries for over an hour. Subsequently,
Laudner was invited to meet with the Rangers’ medical staff at

8
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spring training in Arizona, and he has been working with the
team ever since.
“He’s been a phenomenal partner,” Meister said.
“He’s a finisher. He takes the data we collect and
makes something valuable out of it. You don’t
find many people who do it as efficiently
and thoroughly as he does. It’s not like
there’s going to be a cure, but as we
build an understanding, we can get
better, smarter and build prevention
programs that can head off injuries.”
When Laudner wrote his
dissertation on shoulder injuries at
the University of Pittsburgh, there
was a paucity of data. But what he
found on athletes was surprising.
“I started looking at things like hip
and low back strength and range of motion, and in some of
those top-level athletes, it was terrible. They were so tight and so
weak, and you’d think that wouldn’t be the case.”
Laudner now splits his time between Illinois State’s School of
Kinesiology and Recreation, where he has been a professor since
2004, and the Texas Metroplex Institute for Sports Medicine &
Orthopedics (TMI) in Arlington, where he is director of research,
overseeing the collection and analysis of data from the Center for
Sport and Motion Analysis Laboratory.
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“We do a lot of analyses of pitchers, both preventative and after they’ve come from surgery and rehab, to look at their mechanics and hopefully prevent injuries from recurring,” he said. “I’ve
benefitted from it a lot because I get a ton of data for my research,
and the team has benefitted because we’ve seen decreases in the
amount of their injuries.”

His research is widely disseminated, and that’s led to work
with other teams, including the Pittsburgh Pirates and Chicago
Cubs. He’s also seeing colleagues at other universities partner
with major league teams. “It was not that way earlier, so it’s great
to see more people seeing the value,” he said.
Laudner is working with the Rangers’ staff to develop a

Professor Kevin Laudner demonstrates how he assesses the shoulder and elbow as part of his research to prevent injuries in athletes.

“If you can prevent injuries occurring at a younger age, you can significantly reduce their likelihood in high school,
college, and maybe the professional level.”
When the players report for their physicals in spring training, Laudner is at one of the medical stations, along with one or
more of his Illinois State students. They evaluate players at the
beginning and end of the season, and times in-between. Laudner
travels to all the team’s sites, including the minor league affiliates
scattered across the country. And if the team starts to see multiple
injuries in a particular area of the body, he works with the staff to
come up with a game plan.
At one point, the Rangers had one of the lowest incidence
of injuries in all of Major League Baseball. About that time other
teams started similar types of prevention programs to the one
Laudner developed for the Rangers.

10
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screening tool that will determine whether an athlete is at an
increased risk for a shoulder injury. “It’s very difficult to try and
figure out what that screening tool is, and lots of people have tried
without much success so we’re looking for it.”
At the Texas clinic, he also collects data from college and high
school players. Research has shown there is no significant difference between the mechanics used by younger athletes and those
deployed by professionals; the force is just greater in the latter
group. Younger athletes typically don’t have a lot of scar tissue,
so they can respond quickly to stretching. This is often the key to
preventing injuries.

SHOULDER EXERCISES

“We see the same incidence and
prevalence of injuries at the younger levels
as we do in professional athletes, and it’s
getting worse,” Laudner said. “If you can
prevent injuries occurring at a younger
age, you can significantly reduce their likelihood in high school, college, and maybe
the professional level.”
The increase in injuries is something
he attributes to athletes specializing in
baseball early in life and competing yearround. He speaks to coaches, players, and
parents about simple exercises that the
athletes can do to decrease the risk of
injury. He also tells them about the importance of taking time off from baseball and
resting completely or playing other sports
that don’t stress the shoulder and elbow.
When Laudner began his research,
he wondered how he’d ever make a career
out of studying the shoulder. Now, it’s the
opposite.
“There’s so much we don’t know it
can be frustrating. Every time I finish a
study, I think of three or four more questions that need to be answered. We will
never completely stop injuries from occurring; it’s impossible. It seems the more we
know, the more we realize we don’t know
enough.”
Although the shoulder is his specialty,
Laudner is OK with being asked about
other joints, but shoulders and baseball
are a perfect fit for the former high school
catcher.
“I love baseball and got into sports
medicine partially because of it and fell
into teaching and research. As soon as I
started doing it, I realized how this can
have a huge impact on the quality of life
for a large number of people. And when
spring training comes along and there’s
snow on the ground here and you get
to watch some baseball for your work in
Arizona, it’s not bad.”

Shoulders are among the human body’s weakest joints. Ninety percent of
people over 60 years old have rotator cuff tears. Working over a keyboard,
reaching for the steering wheel, even pulling dinner plates from the
cabinet can stress the joint.
“Rarely do I see anybody who doesn’t have rounded shoulders and
forward head (posture). We are all guilty of it,” Illinois State shoulder
expert Kevin Laudner said. “Unfortunately, this rounded and forward
position places increased stress on the shoulder, creating a pathological
cycle until serious injury occurs.”
Laudner recommends these stretches to help prevent injury:

Rows
These can be done in numerous positions. The
idea is to create a rowing motion as if you are
grabbing something in front of you and then
pulling it backward by flexing your elbow and
extending/retracting your shoulders. End by
squeezing your shoulder blades together.

Wall angels
Stand with your back and tailbone flat against
the wall (feet away from the wall). Then raise
your arms to your side and flex your elbows to
90 degrees, so that the back of the entire arm
is against the wall. Slowly raise your arms up
and then lower them back down while keeping
your tailbone, back, and arms against the wall
at all times.

I’s, Y’s, T’s
Lie on your stomach, or stand while bending forward. To form the I position, squeeze your shoulder
blades together, with your arms parallel to your
sides. Then stretch your arms in front of you to form
a Y. Finally, perform a T by bringing the shoulders
back and straightening out your arms in a 90-degree
angle from your body. Each motion should end with
you pinching the shoulder blades together.
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B OX TU R T L E H A B I TAT M A P I L L U S T R AT I O N
Buffered Sangamon Wetlands
Buffered Sangamon Grasslands
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presents geographical information in layers of maps and allows
the students to manipulate these layers using certain functions
home in the outdoors for a box turtle.
or tools,” Jadallah said. “The curriculum was also designed to
promote higher-level reasoning processes including logical, multiWhere would a turtle want to live in the students’ area? Well,
step reasoning; analogical reasoning; relational thinking; systems
turtles need water, so wetlands would be good. But turtles also
thinking; spatial thinking; and argumentation.
need to be far from potentially perilous zones like roads
“We have students consider alternative perspectives.
and heavily populated neighborhoods.
Since students in the classrooms are asked to work
The students didn’t go tramping
in pairs, one student suggests a particular
through the woods, hiking for dozens of
solution, while another suggests an altermiles from one creek bed to the next,
native solution. So there is this givehoping to stumble upon a happy
and-take between two students that
“
T
H
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G
E
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W
E
abode for their shell-covered
promotes a spectrum of higher-levfriends. The students never even
el thinking processes.”
C
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N
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R
left their school. Instead they
Research with older stuused geographic information
dents has shown that GIS helps
system (GIS) software—a
increase their spatial thinking,
INTEREST AND BOOST
digital mapping technolowhich is, as Hund explained,
gy—to analyze a series of
their ability to make sense of
THEIR PERFORMANCE
maps showing isolated areas
the space around them. Spatial
that have the things that make
thinking is as simple as knowTHE BETTER THEIR
turtle life good and those that
ing how to pack the trunk of a
make it bad.
car before going on a trip. It can
T R A J E C T O R Y. ”
A team of Illinois State faculty
be larger-scale, like understanding
and student researchers created this
how things work in a galaxy, or much
simple exercise and others, utilizing
smaller scale, like understanding how
not so simple technology, to develop the
aspects of an atom relate to one another.
students’ spatial thinking skills. The research“We are kind of in a middle ground,” Hund
ers think that by improving those skills, they will
said. “How do the students use maps to understand
enhance the students’ abilities to learn the STEM (science, techspatial aspects of problem-solving? GIS helps you understand renology, engineering, and math) subjects.
lations across those maps. And that’s the simple way that we teach
The team is led by Education Professor May Jadallah, her
the fifth graders to use the technology and to solve problems
co-investigators, Psychology Professor Alycia Hund and Geograusing it as a tool.”
phy Professor Jonathan Thayn, and principal research assistant
Hund and a group of Northwestern University professors had
Joel Studebaker ’13. They designed the curriculum and produced
previously conducted research on how GIS software impacts high
maps adapted to an open source GIS software as part of a threeschool students. The results were so overwhelmingly positive in
year, $450,000 study funded by the National Science Foundation.
Hund’s study, and other studies done with college and middle
The project started in 2013 and has included about 270 fourth and
school students, that the Illinois State team decided to try using
fifth graders, mostly from the Springfield Public Schools.
GIS with elementary students.
“We developed a set of learning modules that challenge
“The younger we can capture their interest and boost their
students to solve ecological problems using a GIS software. GIS
performance the better their trajectory could be over the longer

C L A S S O F S P R I N G F I E L D E L E M E N TA R Y S T U D E N T S H A D A M I S S I O N : Find an appropriate
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District and Metcalf School, an Illinois State University Laboratory School. The program moved to the Springfield schools for the
following two years.
Under Jadallah’s supervision, Studebaker orchestrated and
designed a 30-hour training program for the teachers. With assistance from other team members, he has monitored the classrooms
during the school year. The study involves having a set of classrooms serve as control classrooms and another set use the GIS
software and curriculum.
Jadallah and her team are measuring the effectiveness of the
digital mapping technology by analyzing the results of cognitive
interviews and the National Assessment of Educational Progress.
Preliminary findings have been encouraging (see graphics).
The National
National Assessment
Assessment of
The
forEducational
EducationalProgress
ProgressPost-Intervention
Post-Intervention

GE
EO
OG
GR
G
RA
APPH
HYY SSCCOORREES S
haul,” Hund said. “Anything that you can do to give them that
spatial experience, whether it’s maps, whether it’s working with
three-dimensional models or diagrams, whether it’s actually
finding their way and exploring the world, those are going to help
them to tackle those spatially demanding domains like chemistry,
and physics, and geology, and so on.”
The Illinois State study is also investigating ways to close the
gap in spatial thinking between boys and girls. The exact cause
of the gap is unknown. However, girls as young as 3 months old
lag behind boys in their ability to identify a rotated shape, i.e., an
object that is tilted one way or another, Jadallah said.

ONE GOAL OF THE PROJECT IS TO
C R E AT E A C U R R I C U L U M T H AT T E A C H E R S
AROUND THE WORLD CAN ADAPT TO
THEIR CLASSROOMS.
This gap grows as the children get older, especially during puberty. Research indicates that if girls are trained to match rotated
shapes as early as first grade, they will be able to get to the level of
boys.
“That rotation is really important in science,” Jadallah said.
“For example, in the medical field, when physicians are making
X-rays or CT scans, you have the body being depicted in different
ways, and it is sometimes rotated or you have a mirror image. It
is extremely important that both genders are able to read those
kinds of images successfully.”
The Illinois State researchers began their study in the
2013–2014 school year with a pilot program in the Tri-Valley School
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“We see bigger gains for the experimental group that did the
GIS curriculum, than for the control group that did their traditional social studies classwork,” Hund said. “Some of the strongest
effects come from their spatial thinking and their relation thinking, so how they understand causal reasoning and how they make
sense of complex spatial data and put it together to draw conclusions. It’s exactly the stuff the science standards are focusing on—
that kids don’t just learn rote facts, but that they understand the
question or problem and the steps needed to provide a solution.”
One goal of the project is to create a curriculum that teachers

25

around the world can adapt to
their classrooms. Right now there
are no standards or curriculum for
teaching spatial thinking skills in
elementary school. The students
develop these skills as a side effect
of exploring other things, such
as using maps in social studies
classes, or less formally, such as
by finding their way to school,
Studebaker said.
“Those types of things are
going to contribute to this overall,
but it’s not an outlined objective in classrooms,” Studebaker said,
who is the chief architect of the GIS curriculum. “So that’s part of
the reason why we’re coming in and developing this curriculum.”
The project has found an advocate in Lisa Schweska, who
teaches science and social science to fourth and fifth graders at
Sandburg Elementary School in Springfield. Her class has participated in the program the last two years.
The students adapted easily to the technology, and the curriculum has helped them realize they need to double-check their
sources, Schweska said. For example, when the students were
looking for safe environments for the turtles, they had to compare
what the maps from the curriculum were showing them with what
was being displayed in more updated images on Google Earth.
The students learned things can change: Where once there was a
wooded area, there may now be a commercial development.
“It was an eye-opening experience for them,” she said. “This
program really connects the technology, and the social studies, and

Members of the GIS project’s cross-disciplinary team include graduate assistant Zack Roman
(left), Psychology Professor Alycia Hund, principal research assistant Joel Studebaker,
Education Professor May Jadallah, Geography Professor Jonathan Thayn, graduate assistant
Kavya Gupta, and graduate assistant Daniel Schloesser.

the science all together. And I think it’s just a great way for the kids
to learn.”
The researchers have begun sharing their work at academic
conferences. The team will spend the rest of this year finalizing its
cross-disciplinary research for publication.
“So the ultimate goal is really to have a strong tested curriculum that is available for everyone who is interested in developing
higher-level thinking and spatial abilities,” Jadallah said. “The
other goal of course is to add to the scientific community, the discourse and discussion about how we can improve STEM education
and how we can increase the students’ ability to think at a much
higher level.”
For more information about the study and to interact with the
curriculum, visit Education.IllinoisState.edu/NSF.

Six assessments are being used to evaluate the impact of the curriculum, Education Professor May Jadallah said. The
National Assessment of Educational Progress geography items (see previous page) and Cognitive Ability Test are two standardized tests. In addition, Jadallah and Joel Studebaker designed an academic interest questionnaire, a use of technology
questionnaire, a cognitive interview protocol (see below), and with input from Jonathan Thayn, a transfer test.

FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT
FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT HIGHER-LEVEL
HIGHER-LEVEL THINKING PROCESSES
THINKING PROCESSES
after controlling the number of interview lines
after controlling the number of interview lines
Experimental

Experimental
Control

Control

FREQUENCY

50

p < .001*

40
30
20
p < .001*

10
0

Analogical
Reasoning

Counterargument

Logical
Reasoning

Spatial
Thinking

Systems
Thinking

The cognitive interviews were coded using five
higher-level reasoning categories:
1. ANALOGICAL REASONING: using analogies to
make a point.
2. COUNTERARGUMENT: considering alternative
perspectives.
3. LOGICAL REASONING: using if-then statements
to explain the sequence of events or cause-effect
relationships.
4. SPATIAL THINKING: referencing space.
5. SYSTEMS THINKING: combining ecological,
economic, health, and practical issues in the
construction of the answer.
The graph indicates the differences in higher-level cognitive processes
between the two groups.
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Q&A
The

with Jan Susina
By Rachel Hatch

Secrets and origins of famous children’s books
Illinois State English Professor Jan Susina is a world-renowned expert in children’s literature. Susina, who
tweets at @alicentweeland, literally wrote the book on
Lewis Carroll (The Place of Lewis Carroll in Children’s
Literature) and spoke last fall at Cambridge University’s
conference celebrating the 150th anniversary of Alice
in Wonderland. In the following Q-and-A, Susina tells
the stories behind some of the world’s most well-known
children’s tales.

Some of the most famous children’s
authors—Beatrix Potter (The Tale of Peter
Rabbit), Margaret Wise Brown (Goodnight
Moon), Louisa May Alcott (Little Women)—
never had children. How did they find their
inspiration?
Sometimes the people who we think are
the least likely to become children’s writers are the very ones who become most
successful.
Beatrix Potter is a good example. She
believed that the success of The Tale of
Peter Rabbit was because the story was
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“written for a real child, and not made
to order.” I think that is one of the major
methods of successful writing for children.
Potter began her story as a letter that
she wrote and illustrated for a child of her
former governess, Annie Moore. Her letter
begins very much like the opening of her
famous picture book that was published
eight years later: “My dear Noel, I don’t
know what to write to you, so I will tell
you a story about four little rabbits, and
their names were Flopsy, Mopsy, Cottontail, and Peter.”
In contrast, Louisa May Alcott was
contacted by a Boston editor, Thomas
Niles, who asked her to try writing a book
for young women after the success of
Hospital Sketches, a book based on her experiences as a nurse during the Civil War.
Alcott wasn’t keen on the idea at first. She
wrote in her journal, “Mr. N wants a girls’
story, and I plod away on ‘Little Women.’
… Never liked little girls, or knew many,
except my sisters.”

Unlike Peter Rabbit, Little Women was
a children’s book that was written for the
market rather than for a specific child, but
it was also incredibly successful. I think
Beatrix Potter is correct: Writing for a
real child works. But for other children’s
authors—such as Alcott—writing based on
the memories of their own childhood can
also be very effective.

Did other famous children’s books begin as
stories told to children?
Lewis Carroll first told an impromptu
oral story to Alice Liddell and her sisters
during a boating trip. At Alice’s request, he
wrote it down and illustrated it and named
it Alice’s Adventures Under Ground. He later
revised and expanded the story that became Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
J.M. Barrie’s friendship with five
Llewelyn Davies boys—George, John, Peter, Michael, and Nicholas—inspired him
to write Peter Pan. Barrie played pirates

with the boys and told them stories of Peter Pan’s adventures. He eventually became
the legal guardian of the boys after the
deaths of their parents. Later, he acknowledged that it was actually Michael (not
Peter) who was the model for Peter Pan.

Not all children’s tales are about cuddly bears.
In Peter Rabbit, Beatrix Potter mentions
that Peter’s father was baked into a pie. Not
exactly what we think as appropriate content
for a child’s story.
That’s true. In fact, the first three editions
of Peter Rabbit included an illustration
of Mrs. McGregor serving Mr. McGregor
the pie that had Peter’s father in it. Potter
decided her illustration was too grotesque
and had it removed from her picture book.
What is really interesting is that Potter
used herself as the model for Mrs. McGregor. Potter was not a sentimental children’s
writer.
Potter once said, “Although nature is
not consciously wicked, it is always ruthless.” Peter Rabbit is a survival story, not a
cute bunny story. Peter’s mother warns him
not to go into Mr. McGregor’s garden, but
he disobeys her, and nearly loses his life.
Potter’s picture books are really dog-eatdog stories (or farmer-eats-rabbit stories, in
this case). As adults we often romanticize
children’s books, but the world of Beatrix
Potter is a bit more rough-and-tumble than
we might remember.

Is it true that Sally in Dr. Seuss’ The Cat in
the Hat was a poke at the old Dick and Jane
books?
Absolutely. The origins of The Cat in the
Hat are fascinating.
John Hersey, the author of the influential nonfiction book Hiroshima, wrote an
article in 1954 for Life magazine discussing
the reasons children were struggling with
reading. Even then people complained

about that. Hersey argued it was the fault
of dull textbooks used in school, such as
the once popular Scott Foresman Dick and
Jane and Sally basal reader series. Hersey
said children needed better books that
“widen rather than narrow the associate
richness children give to the words they
illustrate.”
Hersey named Dr. Seuss in his article
as one of the few illustrators who could
create imaginative illustrations for textbooks that were used to teach reading.
While Seuss didn’t read Hersey’s article,
his editor did and challenged him to create
an entertaining basal reader.
The Cat in the Hat was created as a
controlled vocabulary book for third-grade
classrooms. The publisher soon realized
that parents were buying the book and
having their kids read it at home. The trade
edition of The Cat in Hat became far more
successful than the textbook edition. With
its clever use of rhyme and comic illustrations, many readers don’t realize The Cat in
the Hat was created as a textbook intended
to help children learn how to read. That
is the secret origins of The Cat in the Hat,
the book that helped to make Dr. Seuss …
well, the famous Dr. Seuss.

What is the greatest secret in children’s
literature?
For me, that would have to be the treasure
that is associated with Robert Lewis Stevenson’s Treasure Island.
Stevenson was a Scottish writer who
fell in love with Fanny Osbourne, an American woman he met in Europe. She had a
son, Lloyd Osbourne, from her previous
marriage. He accompanied them back to
California.
It is actually the California coast
around Monterey, and not the Caribbean,
that is the location of Stevenson’s Treasure
Island. To entertain his 12-year-old stepson

on a rainy day, Stevenson began drawing a
map. Delighted with the map, Stevenson’s
father and stepson began to suggest place
names and characters to accompany the
map. The story of Treasure Island grew out
of Stevenson’s map. If you have ever read
Treasure Island, the search for the map and
how the map leads to the buried treasure
motivates all the characters. The map becomes the central metaphor of the novel.

Stevenson first published his story
serially in the American magazine called
Young Folks, where it was originally titled
“The Sea Cook” (the nickname of Long
John Silver). When Stevenson submitted
the story to the magazine, he also sent his
drawing of the map. Somehow the map
was lost or misplaced, and Stevenson was
forced to redraw it.
He always felt the second version
lacked the power of his original map. I
believe the original map for Treasure Island
still exists hidden somewhere. I would love
to discover Stevenson’s hand-drawn map
of Treasure Island. I think that would be a
real treasure of children’s literature.
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BY JOHN MOO

WHEN ILLINOIS STATE CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR CHRISTOPHER MULLIGAN HEARS SOMEONE SAY IT’LL BE A WEEK OR TWO BEFORE TEST RESULTS COME BACK FROM SOME FARAWAY LABORATORY, UNLIKE MOST
PEOPLE, HE GOES BEYOND JUST ASKING THE HARD QUESTION, “WHY?”
Finding the answer to the “why” of some-

In his lab, Mulligan has managed to

thing, particularly as it pertains to tech-

miniaturize an existing instrument known

nology used in crime scene investigations,

as the mass spectrometer (see definition

has led him to hunker down in the Science

on Page 21). This device could be used by

Laboratory Building to find some answers.

law enforcement investigators to detect

“Why can’t you effectively take the crime

evidence, for example, by swabbing a table

lab with you to the crime scene?” Mulligan

top or a suspect’s hand looking for traces

asked. “Can we develop a tool for testing

of cocaine or an explosive too small to be

evidence at the scene?”

seen by the unaided eye.

Mulligan has been happily wrestling with

“Traditionally, mass spectrometers

a project for the last several years that

were the size of rooms,” Mulligan said.

could answer those questions and make a

“Miniaturization of these instruments has

major impact on the way crime scenes are

had a similar lineage to computers—once

investigated.

bulky and large, but now miniaturized with
much more performance and capabilities.”
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areas where the
portable mass
spectrometer may
be applied for
analysis or detection
• Arson investigations
• Controlled substances
• Counterfeit pharmaceuticals
and adulterants
• Explosives
• Forensic toxicology (such as
biofluids and stomach contents)
• Water contaminants (such as
agricultural chemicals)

Mulligan’s mass spectrometer is about
the size of a small copier and weighs less
than 100 pounds. He thinks the device
could easily become part of the standard
equipment carried aboard a crime scene
van. This technology could speed up the
process of gathering credible evidence and
be used by officers in the field.
“Normally mass spectrometers are
used by scientists who are extensively
trained in analytical chemistry,” he said.
“Part of our work is to take a complicated
technology and make it simple enough to
be used by nontechnical operators.”
Mulligan is working with two other
Illinois State professors—Michael Gizzi, of
the Department of Criminal Justice Sciences, and Jamie Wieland, of the Department of Technology—to develop the device
and bring it to market.
“Simplistically, I am determining what
the instrument can do,” Mulligan said. “Dr.
Gizzi is determining whether what we can
do is legal, and Dr. Wieland is determining
whether it is affordable and financially
reasonable.”
The National Institute of Justice—the
research, development, and evaluation
agency of the U.S. Department of Justice—has awarded two grants and nearly
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$700,000 in funding for Mulligan’s project.
The second grant, awarded last year, supports the work of all three professors.
Gizzi’s role is to ensure that Mulligan’s
technology is used to gather evidence
in such a way that passes constitutional
muster, specifically in regard to the Fourth
Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable search and seizure.
The legal implications of the device
apply only to criminal investigations before an arrest or before there is probable
cause to make an arrest, Gizzi said.
“Once someone is arrested, the technology is merely a forensic tool to collect
evidence from a crime scene,” he said. “The
Fourth Amendment ceases to be an issue,
and instead it is just questions about the
admissibility of scientific evidence in court.”
Mulligan’s mass spectrometer could
save overstretched forensic labs time and
money, Wieland said.
“Forensic labs are notoriously understaffed,” she said. “From an operations
standpoint, if you streamline the front
end of the forensic process enough, you
wouldn’t have to send everything back to
the lab for testing. This is important, as
ultimately, it’s taxpayers’ dollars that pay
for forensic investigations.”

Wieland is there to determine—by
utilizing her expertise in engineering,
operations management, applied statistics,
and simulation—whether this technology,
which could cost about $100,000 per unit,
is cost-effective overall.
Wieland compared trying to make
this new technology attractive to a wider
market to what’s been done previously
with technologies like full body scanners
for airline passenger screening and traffic
enforcement cameras.
The device’s selling points are that
it is portable, simple, fast, and accurate.
Mulligan designed his version of the mass
spectrometer to be “ruggedized” in terms
of operation, or ready for use in a harsh
environment.
Mulligan described how it works. First,
the area where evidence might be present
is swabbed. The swab is just a slip of paper,
about the size of something you’d pull out
of a fortune cookie, except one end comes
to a point. That pointed tip is where the
sample of chemical or residue is applied
and then read by the mass spectrometer.
The mass part of the technology refers
to weighing—for the purpose of identifying—a given sample. The spectrometer, the
actual instrument, is a box-shaped appara-

tus where the analysis and identification of
the samples occur.
The swab is attached to the mass spectrometer via a metal clasp, which holds the
pointed tip in place as solvent is applied to
the swab to act as a conductor of electricity. When high voltage hits the swab, the
solvent and voltage cause the chemical
residue to be charged and migrate off of
the swab where it can be sampled and
identified by the mass spectrometer.

determining if the technology is suitable
to move forward into serious consideration
for adoption.
Gizzi is investigating the legal implications of the technology.
“While the technology itself enables police to potentially gather significant evidence,
there are legal issues that need to be considered,” Gizzi said. “For example, if someone’s
property is swabbed without a warrant or
probable cause, that would be a search.”

“The narcotics dog is specially
trained to only detect contraband,” Gizzi
said. “And the court has ruled that no one
has an expectation of privacy in possessing contraband. And this technology
can be adapted to only detect contraband
at a much higher rate of accuracy than
a dog.”
Gizzi credited Mulligan for inviting
colleagues from across campus to be part
of such a high-profile, cutting-edge project.

“NORMALLY MASS SPECTROMETERS ARE USED BY SCIENTISTS WHO ARE EXTENSIVELY TRAINED IN
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. PART OF OUR WORK IS TO TAKE A COMPLICATED TECHNOLOGY AND MAKE
IT SIMPLE ENOUGH TO BE USED BY NONTECHNICAL OPERATORS.”
Mulligan has used his portable technology to test actual evidence provided by
the Drug Enforcement Administration,
once agents were finished with their own
analysis. This type of work bolsters his ongoing goal of doing “authentic experiments.”
Mulligan said getting an accurate reading one time was not particularly significant, but repeating that reading accurately
many times over was the goal: “If it reads
cocaine on a swab one time, will it read cocaine on a swab 2,000 times? Reliability is
key when it comes to forensic technologies.”
Mulligan described this phase of
the project as exciting but also crucial in

Gizzi said there are potential legal hurdles related to the admissibility of evidence
gathered by the device before an arrest is
made. Courts have ruled that specialized
technology that is not in general public
use, like this device, enhances law enforcement’s senses and could be considered a
search. Similarly, Gizzi said, another case
held that the use of a GPS surveillance
device was considered to be an intrusion
constitutionally.
The flip side is that the courts could
take the view that mass spectrometers are
no different than highly trained police
dogs that find illegal drugs.

Mulligan is aware of how essential that
collaboration is to the success of his work.
“I am particularly proud that this
project has been moved forward by the
hard work of undergraduate and master’s level graduate students here at ISU
Chemistry,” Mulligan said. “The rigor and
scope of a project like this are typically
relegated to large doctoral programs,
which is a testament to the quality of our
students and the richness of our research
experiences.”

mass spectrometer defined:
According to the American Society for Mass Spectrometry (ASMS), a mass spectrometer “is an instrument that
measures the masses of individual molecules that have
been converted to ions; i.e., molecules that have been
electrically charged.” The ASMS describes the mass
spectrometer as helping scientists identify molecules
present in solids, liquids, and gases; determine the
quantity of each type of molecule; and determine which
atoms compose a molecule and how they are arranged.
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Studentresearch

Prestigious NIH fellowship helps student fight Asian mosquito invasion
By Rachel Hatch
Thirty years after Asian tiger mosquitos
first arrived in the United States, an Illinois State student is working to stop their
spread.
Peter Brabant’s work will take him
throughout Illinois to examine the aquatic
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larval habitats of these black-and-white
striped mosquitos, which are known to
carry the West Nile virus. “The invasion of
this species has been slow,” said Brabant, a
doctoral student in the School of Biological Sciences. “It’s taken over Southern
Illinois, is moving its way into the center,
and is almost absent north of Chicago. So

it is still in the process of invading. It will
be interesting to examine that invasion,
and how it affects native mosquitos.”
The ultimate goal of the research is to
help those looking to discourage the invasion of Asian tiger mosquitos by providing
information on where the insects live and

“If you want to know what brought me to
Illinois State, Steve Juliano did. I looked at
several doctoral programs, but I knew this was
where I wanted to be.”
—Peter Brabant

what kind of containers they are most
likely to call home.
Brabant’s work has garnered the support of the National Institutes of Health
(NIH): He is the first Illinois State student
to receive the coveted Ruth L. Kirschstein
Predoctoral Fellowship.
“These types of grants primarily go
to students at large research-intensive
universities,” said John Baur, interim

associate vice president for Research
and Graduate Studies. “The fact one was
awarded to a graduate student at Illinois
State, an institution which prides itself in
excellence in both teaching and research,
is quite remarkable and reflects well on
Peter and the mentoring he is receiving in
the School of Biological Sciences.”
Brabant gained an interest in mosquitos when he was an entomology major at
the University of California at Riverside.
Now he is working under the guidance of
Illinois State Distinguished Professor of
Biology Steven Juliano, who has received
numerous grants from the NIH for his
studies of mosquitos.
Along with the practical applications
of helping to keep the growing Asian tiger
mosquito population in check, Juliano
said Brabant’s work will also add to the
general knowledge on ecology. “Even if
these insects were not a threat to humans
because they are vectors for disease, they
would still be intriguing for a biologist to
investigate,” Juliano said. “This research
could answer some evolutionary questions about what characteristics of native
species are being selected to survive along
with the invaders.”

Juliano noted that the work Brabant
is doing is exactly what his lab at Illinois
State is designed to do.
“When I saw the Kirschstein Fellowship, I thought it was tailor-made for Peter,” said Juliano. “The goal of any lab is to
help students be successful in their career
and lead the way for others.”
That recipe is what drew Brabant to
Illinois State. “If you want to know what
brought me to Illinois State, Steve did,”
said Brabant. “I looked at several doctoral
programs, but I knew this was where I
wanted to be.”
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Featured grants

Illinois State faculty brought in more than $18 million in grant funding in fiscal 2015.
Here are a few research projects that would not be possible without this support.
Warhol Foundation funds exhibits
at University Galleries
University Galleries in Uptown Normal
received $99,000 from the Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts to support
three exhibitions. The shows are being
held through winter 2016.
The first exhibit, shown last fall, was
the first comprehensive presentation
of Carrie Schneider’s photographs and
videos. The second show is being held
through April and is the first survey of videos by the late-multimedia artist, musician,
and College of Fine Arts Hall of Famer
Terry Adkins, M.S. ’77. The final exhibition is a three-month group show starting
in October and featuring the work of 30
female contemporary artists responding to
19th- and 20th-century women writers.

ISU to boost number of minority STEM
students, teachers
Three Illinois State faculty—Assistant
Professor Biological Sciences Rebekka
Gougis; Center for Mathematics, Science,
and Technology Director and Chemistry
Professor William Hunter; and School of
Teaching and Learning Interim Director
and Professor Tony Lorsbach—have received a five-year, $1.44 million grant from
the National Science Foundation. The goal
of the grant is to increase the number of
students from underrepresented groups
seeking a STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) degree and
a secondary teaching credential.
With the grant, Illinois State University’s Noyce Scholarships for STEM
Teachers of Under-Represented Groups
will fund 40 $20,000 scholarships along
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with research and teaching internship
opportunities. The program is a three-way
partnership between Illinois State University, Joliet Junior College, and Valley View
School District that will recruit junior
college students to Illinois State University to become Noyce Scholars and earn a
degree as a STEM major and a secondary
teaching credential.

Cutting-edge laser research at ISU
gets more support
The National Science Foundation has
awarded another three-year, $300,000
grant to Distinguished Physics Professor Rainer Grobe and Physics Professor
Qichang Su for their laser research. The
pair had previously received a grant for
the same amount from the foundation.
The current study, titled “RUI: Spatial
and Temporal Dynamics of Matter in Intense Laser Fields,” is accompanying work
being done in laboratories worldwide “to
develop high-powered laser systems that
create electromagnetic radiation pulses
that are so energetic that new avenues to
probe and control the states of matter can
be tested soon.”
The project also seeks to give students
research experience. Six undergraduate
students and a postdoctoral researcher are
part of the professors’ research team.

ISU faculty take lead in statewide HIV/
STD prevention ed project
Illinois State Department of Health
Sciences Assistant Professor Adrian Lyde
and Chair Jeffrey Clark received a $92,000
grant from the Illinois State Board of Education to develop school-based HIV and

sexually transmitted disease prevention
education for adolescents. The three-year
grant runs until 2018.
The programs calls for the pair to develop professional development opportunities and workshops statewide for public
school districts’ health education teachers
and personnel. All workshops and materials will be based on the components in
the Exemplary Sexual Health Education
(ESHE) curricula and meet ESHE and
state law requirements. The trainings
will offer age-appropriate strategies to
educators to increase the effectiveness in
teaching sexual health for adolescents in
the sixth through 12th grades.

Training school leaders in high-needs
districts
Illinois State’s Center for the Study of
Education Policy is using a five-year, $4.6
million grant from the U.S. Department
of Education to support the Illinois
Partnerships Advance Rigorous Training
(IL-PART) project. Center staff Erika Hunt
and Alicia Halle received the School Leadership Program grant in 2013.
IL-PART is a collaborative effort partnering high-needs school districts with
universities to improve principal preparation and development in Illinois. The
grant assists IL-PART in making a positive impact on student learning in three
key ways: building leadership capacity
in high-needs districts through effective
partnerships between P-12 and higher
education, sharing findings and emerging
best practices in principal preparation and
partnership development, and preparing
highly qualified school principals for highneeds districts.

Redbird media

Books, audio and video recordings, and mobile applications created by Illinois State University faculty, staff, and students are
eligible for consideration for this section. Submit entries to kdberse@IllinoisState.edu. To see a more complete list of media produced
by Illinois State faculty, visit IllinoisState.edu/RedbirdScholar.
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Research (and some BEER) fuels ISU’s biomath program
One day last fall, Stacy Mowry, M.S.
’15, stood in front of the best and
brightest minds in her chosen field—
biomathematics—and talked about
her own research into baffling behavior seen in mongooses.

as modeling the spread of an infectious

Then, a few moments later, she

only one in the world for undergraduate

disease. Illinois State’s biomath graduate program launched in 2007 and
has grown in stature in part due to its
research output. Illinois State is home
to two biomath journals, including the

threw on a jersey, laced up her sneakers,

research, and is headquarters for the

and lined up against those same best

Intercollegiate Biomathematics Alliance.
“Illinois State is now an upcoming,

and brightest minds for a soccer match

emerging powerhouse in the biomathe-

just off Illinois State’s Quad.
The biologists vs. mathemati-

matics field, especially in the U.S.,” said

cians soccer match is a tradition at the

Professor Olcay Akman, director of the

Biomathematics and Ecology Educa-

program.

tion and Research conference. “BEER” started as a one-room event at

At BEER Mowry talked about her thesis, which explores what’s

Illinois State but has grown into the second-largest biomathematics

called “reproductive skew” in animal groups, in her case mongoos-

conference in the U.S., giving students like Mowry an opportunity to

es. Could using math theory help explain why lesser members in a

network with researchers and educators from both halves of this devel-

social mating group devote resources and energy to offspring that

oping field.

are not their own?

The soccer was just a bonus for Mowry—a quirk of the tight-knit

“It’s really this biological paradox,” she said.

biomath community. She plans to earn her Ph.D. and continue her
research into animal behavior.
“It’s a subject that’s worth a life of investigation,” Mowry said.
Biomath uses mathematical techniques to understand biology, such

Video: Powerhouse program
Watch the bio vs. math soccer game and learn more about Mowry’s research
at IllinoisState.edu/RedbirdScholar.

